**STEP BY STEP GUIDE**

**PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS TREATMENT MUST BE USED BY A LICENSED PROFESSIONAL AND ALL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AND MANUFACTURERS INSTRUCTIONS SHOULD BE FOLLOWED AT ALL TIMES.**

**PLEASE ALWAYS SHAKE CONTENTS WELL BEFORE USE.**

**CONSULTATION:** It is highly recommended you complete a thorough client consultation and hair/skin analysis prior to treatment application. Both the consultation and hair analysis will confirm whether the client is suitable for the **Brazilian keratin Cacau** Treatment. Confirm the client is aware of maintenance and post treatment care. (We recommend **Brazilian keratin Cacau** after care hair products).

1. To prepare the hair for the **Brazilian keratin Cacau** treatment you need to clarify the hair first. This is done with ANTI RESIDUE shampoo. We recommend you shampoo twice, then towel dry.

2. Blow dry the hair. Working in sections in a downward motion with your fingers dry the hair, leaving about 15-20% dampness throughout, this makes the hair a little more pliable.

3. Section the head into clean quarter sections with a Black Diamond plastic tail comb and secure sections with sections clips. Pour a desired quantity of **Brazilian keratin Cacau** in to a plastic bowl (Approximately 35-40ml for shoulder length hair)

4. Wearing gloves (optional) and starting from the nape section, take fine secondary sections and apply the product sparingly. Using your fingers work the product through to the ends. (The product slips through the hair effortlessly and then comb through). Complete the entire head using this procedure throughout the whole application.

5. Using your fingers in a downward motion or by using a ceramic hot tube brush, blow dry the hair completely.

6. Divide the hair again into clean quarter sections with your plastic tail comb and secure with clips.

7. Turn on your Thermal Keratin Iron (230deg). For optimum results we do recommend the Thermal Keratin Iron. This is to be used with caution at all times and take extra precautions when processing highly bleached/sensitive hair. We recommend adjusting the Thermal Keratin Iron reducing the temperature on the hair in these delicate cases.

8. Maintain clean sections, starting at the nape again. Taking fine secondary sections using the tail comb, flat iron the secondary sections from root to ends. Each section should be flat ironed (8-10 times approximately, this will depend on porosity/texture of hair etc) continue until the hair is silky and shiny.

9. Return to the basin and rinse hair until water runs clear.

10. Squeeze excess water from the hair. Apply a generous amount of the **Deep Conditioning Mask**, comb through with a wide tooth comb. Leave on the hair for 5 minutes and rinse.

11. Using your fingers in a downward motion blow dry the hair completely. After this final process you will notice hair is straighter, smooth, frizz free with extreme shine.

**KEEPING IT UP AT HOME.** We advise the client uses **Brazilian keratin Cacau Anti Frizz** After Treatment Shampoo, **Anti Frizz** After Treatment Conditioner and **Leave-in Anti Frizz** and **Agadir Spray Treatment** to finish off the maintenance programme. To re-fresh the treatment, use **Hydrating Hair Complex** every 5-7 days. The importance of **Brazilian keratin Cacau** maintenance programme should be discussed with the client initially during the consultation. These products have been developed specifically to support the maintenance of the **Brazilian keratin Cacau** treatment. The maintenance programme should always be followed as instructed by the hairdresser.